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1. Ditransitive verbs in English. It has occasionally been 
suggested1 that the contrast between verbs like give in (1) below and 
those like donate in (2) indicates that the English grammatical 
alternation known as ..Dative Movement.. is conditioned in some w1:1y by the 
phonological makeup of the governing verb--by the nwnber of syllables in 
the verb, or its stress pattern, or both. 
( 1) a. I gave $50 to the Save-A-Kitty Fund. 
b. I gave the Save-A-Kitty Fund $50. 
(2) a. I donated $50 to the Save-A-Kitty Fund. 
b. *I donated the Save-A-Kitty Fund $50. 
There are three separate analytical problems here. First, what is 
the property that distinguishes the ditransitive verbs that occur in both 
the (b) and the (a) constructions from those that occur only in the (a) 
constructions? Second, does the fact that a verb has this property 
determine the verb's ability to occur in the (b) for,u, or does the 
existence of a (b) form determine that a verb has this property? Third, 
at what level of structure is thii:s property relevant--the level at which 
Dative Movement applies, or surface structure? Cases like (1) and (2) 
would be relevant to the PPFS only if the possibility of the (b) for1os was 
related to some phonological property of verbs (rather than, say to the 
historical stratum to which a verb belongs), and then only if that 
phonological property determined the possibility of a (b) form (rather 
than the reverse), and then only if the phonological property acted as a 
condition on the applicability of a syntactic rule governing the Dative 
Movement alternation (rather than as, say, a filter applying to a 
postsyntactic level containing information about both syntactic categories 
and syllable structure). 
These matters are examined by Gr·een (1974, 77-9). For to-datives (as 
opposed to the reltt.ted for-dative in I bought a raccoon coat for Zelda/I 
bougJ1t Zelda a raccoon coat), she considers four phonological conditions 
having to do with the governing verb (( 1) the verb is a 1oonosyllable, (2) 
it is a disyllable with initial stress, (3) it is a disyllable with final 
stress, or (4) it is a trisyllable) and one nonphonological attribute 
(whether it belongs to the Anglo-Saxon stratum of the modern English 
vocabulary or not). She effectively dismisses the possibility that 
surface phonological form is at issue by observing that progressive forms 
obey the sBJDe constraints as their stems even though they have one more 
syllable than their stems: 
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(3) a. I wo giving $50,000 to the Fitzgerald Fund. 
b. I am givlng the Fitzgerald Fund $50,000. 
(4) a. I am donating $50,000 to the Fitzgerald Fund. 
b. *I mn donating the Fitzgerald Fund $50,000. 
What reJnains is the possibility that a syntactic t·ule feature 
determined by the phonological properties of the lexical entry for the 
verb stem is at work. 
But in fact Green gives examples that frustrate all the remaining 
hypotheses having to do with phonology, as well as those having to do with 
lexical strata, 110 matter which direction of determination is at issue. 
The data can be swmnarized in a table of verbs as categorized by their 
properties, with verbs that permit Dative Movement--that is, verbs that 
occur in both the (a) and (b) constructions above--1oarked by a "+", and 
with verbs that prohibit Dative Movement--that is, verbs that occur in the 
(a) but not in the (b) construction above--marked by a"-"; "*****" 
indicates that there are probably no examples of the appropriate sort (see 
Table 1. 
Tahle 1. Phonological and etymological properties 
of ditransitive verbs 
ANGLO-SAXON NON-ANGL~SAXON 
MONOSYLLABLE 
DISYLLABLE, 
INITIAL STRESS 
DISYLLABLE, 
FINAL STRESS 
TRISYLLABLE 
+give +tell +show 
+mail +toss 
-lift -raise 
-lisp -yell 
+carry +cable 
-broadcast -mutter: 
***** 
***** 
***** 
***** 
+cite +quote 
+cede 
-prove -voice 
+promise +offer 
-donate -transfer 
+advance +permit 
-admit -confess 
+deliver +guarantee 
+telephone +radio 
-exhibit -illustrate 
-recommend 
The judginents in this table are Green's, and not everyone agrees on 
each example; but there are some cases of each type for every speaker of 
English we have investigated. Thus, in contrast to give (+) versus 
donate(-) above, there are the phonologically, and stratally, similar 
yell (-) versus prQlllise (+): 
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(5) a. She yelled the password to Quentin. 
b. *She yelled Que11tin the password. 
(6) a. She promised a daffodil to Ramon. 
b. She promised Ramon a daffodil. 
Phonology is not directly relevant even in finally stressed 
disyllables and in tI·isyllables; compare advarice (+) versus 
cor1fess ( - ) and guarantee (+) versus rec0l1Jll1encl (-): 
(7) a. Margaret advanced twelve shillings to Owen. 
b. Margaret advanced Owen twelve shillings. 
(8) a. Peter confessed his sins to Shirley. 
b. *Peter confessed Shirley his sins. 
(9) a. The compauy guarantees a feast to its customers. 
b. The company guarantees its customers a feast. 
(10) a. Your mother recoDDDended a leap into the sea to us. 
b. *Your mother recommended us a leap into the sea. 
We believe that there are no genuinely significant generalizations to 
be made about the syllable structure or stress pattern that characterizes 
Dative Movement verbs. There does not even seem to be any real 
con·elation ( in the statistical sense) between occurrence in the Dative 
Movement construction on the one hand and monosyllabicity and/or initial 
stress on the other; monosyllabic and initially stressed verbs predominate 
in the lexicon in any event, and we have no reason to thi11k that there is 
a statistically significant increased frequency of them among the Dative 
Movement verbs as opposed to the general populatio11 of verbs (we offer 
this as a challenge to any reader who might like to conduct a rigorous 
statistical study). 
Nor does the behavior of speakers suggest that verbs that go against 
the putative phonological generalizations (either by permitting Dative 
Movement when they "ought nottt to, like guaraIJtee, or by failing to 
permit Dative Movement when they "ought" to, like yell, are felt to be 
in any way aberrant; there is no observable incli11ation for speaket·s to 
avoid these constructions, or for the constructions to disappear from the 
language through time, by the usual processes of regularization. 
Certainly, there might be real generalizations about membership in 
the class of Dative Movement verbs--Green (1974) proposes rather complex 
semantic conditions and Stono (1977) suggests a correlation between 
morphological simplicity (monomorphematicity) and Dative Movemeut--but 
phonology appears to have nothing to do with the matter, exactly as our 
thesis would predict. To emphasize this point, we observe that the two 
most exception-free and productive generalizations we know of in this area 
have nothing to do with phonology: manner-of-speaking verbs ( like lisp 
and yell in the table above) unifonoly fail to occur in the Dative 
Movement construction, regardless of their phonology, and denominal 
means-of-coJ1DDunication verbs (like cable, telephone, and radio 
in the table above) uniformly permit the co11struction, again regardless of 
their phonology. 
2 . Verbs taking particles in English. Fraser (1976, sec. 1. 3) 
examines the factors that determine which verbs can occur in the 
constructions illustrated in (11). 
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(11) a. She bolted down the flange plates. 
b. She bolted the flange plates down. 
(12) a. He ladled out a bowl of soup. 
b. He ladled a bowl of soup out. 
He concludes that there is some semantic determination, but that 
Surprisingly enough, it is the phonological shape of a verb that 
determines to a large extent whether or not it can combine with a 
particle. Kennedy (1920), Whorf [ (1956)], and Fraser (1965) have all 
independently noted that the majority of verbs occurring with 
particles are monosyllabic and that the remainder are made up 
pI"i10arily of bisyllabic words which are initially stressed. Keuuedy 
found in 988 cases ... only one tdsyllabic case, this being 
partitioIJ as in partition up a11d partitioI1 off. (There 
is also apportion out and telephone in.) We find that while 
there are numet·ous phonetically bisyllabic verbs occurring in 
verb-particle combinations, many of these cases may be analyzed as 
phonologically monosyllabic... In particular, these phonetically 
monosyllabic verbs ... contain a final syllable liquid or 
uasal. .. Relatively few initially stressed phonologically bisyllabic 
verbs combine with particles ... (Fraser 1976, 13-4) 
Exa10ples of the various types are listed in Table 2 below. 
Table 2. English verbs occurring with particles 
I. Monosyllables: 
hand 
act, bear, cut, drag, egg, flag, get, 
II. Disyllables ending in syllabic souorants: banter, 
clutter, fritter, ladle, parcel, saddle, siphon, 
tighten, wideu 
III. Other disyllables with initial stress: carry, 
auction, harness, measure, follow, cancel 
IV. Disyllables with final stress: balloon, cement, 
collect, connect, consign, divide, explaiu 
V. Trisyllables: apportion, partition, separate, 
sumruarize, telegraph, telephone 
Fraser·'s proposal is that phonological shape constrains the ability of a 
verb to combine with a particle: monosyllables and initially stressed 
disyllables are suitable candidates, but verbs of other phonological 
shapes are not. 
First, we note that (as in the case of the Dative Movement verbs in 
the previous section) it cannot be surface structure phonology that is 
relevant here, for· the progressive fonns of verbs have the same properties 
as the base for1ns: the triayllabic forma in siphoning out and 
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clutteri.11g up are just as acceptable as the iuitially stressed 
<lisyllabic forms siphon out an<l clutter up. If there is a 
generalization here, it coucerns a phonologically determiued rule featut·e. 
However, there are exceptions (Fraser's complete lists are given in 
IV and V of Table 2), and these exceptions do not stand out in any way as 
being peculiar or as soun<ling HemigramJnatical when they occur with 
particles: 
(13) 
(14) 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
Julius explained away his odd behavior by saying that 
Martians ha<l gotten control of his mind. 
Julius explained his odd behavior away by saying that 
MartianH ha<l gotten control of his mind. 
Rober·t telephoned in his grades: ten D's. 
Robert telephoned his gra<les in : ten D's. 
So we seem to have at best a tendency rather than a rule. 
Moreover, again paralleling the case of Dative Movement verbs, the 
generalization fares very badly even as a tendency. Since the most commou 
verbs in English are predominantly monosyllables an<l initially stressed 
disyllables, a predominance of these two phonological types iu the list of 
particle-taking ver·bs is not surprising. No one has argue<l that these two 
phonological types occur in the list of particle-taking verbs 
significantly ioore than they occur in the whole population of verbs, which 
is what would be required to back up a claim that a phonologically 
governed tendency was at work. Even if such a ten<lency coul<l be 
demonstrated, the history of the verb-particle combination would provide a 
straightforward reason, and sufficient explanation, for the pre<lominance 
of two phonological types in the list of particle-taking verbs: the origin 
of the construction is in the Anglo-Saxon stratwo of the vocabulary, the 
stratum in which virtually all the root morphemes are monosyllables or 
initially stressed disyllables. The constr·uction has, however, been 
freely extended to the Romance stratwn, as can be seen from the fact that 
the roots in IV an<l V of Table 2, all of them of Romance (or scientific 
Greek) origin, now occur with particles, as do such Romance-derived verbs 
as flag, parcel, and cancel in the earlier parts of the table. 
Fraser gives two arguments that "the phonological shape of the verb 
<loes indeed play a dominant role in deter,oining the possibility of a 
combination" (Fraser 1976, 14): first, that near-synonyms with differ·ent 
phonological structure have <lifferent properties: 
(15) a. The chemist mixed up the solutions. 
b. *The chemist combine<l up the solutions. 
(16) a. She will fix up the er-ror in the book. 
b. *She will rectify up the error in the book. 
and second, that the addition of one of the productive English pr·efixes 
both alters the phonological structure of the verb and changes its 
properties: 
(17) a. Hennan sewed up the hole in his shirt. 
b. *Herman resewed up the hole in his shirt. 
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( 18) a. The shopkeeper tried to polish up the counter. 
b. *The shopkeeper tried to overpolish up the counter. 
The first of these arguments carries little weight, since the 
historical explanation we offered above suffices to account for the 
differences in (15) and (16). The second argwnent can be countered by the 
observation that there is an independent, nonphonological, reason for the 
failure of prefixation in (17b) and (18b): the addition of a particle to a 
verb "freezes" the combination2 in the same way that the addition of a 
productive prefix does. There are thus no combinations of two such 
prefixes (*reoverpolish, *overprehest), or of two true particles3 
(*grow up out, ¥hand out dowri), or of a particle with a prefix (as 
in the examples above), or even of a particle with a suffix of derived 
nominalization (compare (19) with (20)). 
(19) a. Jeremy quickly grew. 
b. Jeremy quickly grew up. 
(20) a. Jeremy's quick growth was astonishing. 
b. *Jeremy's quick growth up was astouishing. 
We have argued that Fraser's phonological generalization about verbs 
takiug particles is spurious. However, even if it had survived scrutiny, 
it would not have been a serious threat to the PPFS. To see this, notice 
first an important difference between the putative constraint in the 
previous section and the putative constraint in this section. What was at 
issue in the first case was, in transformational terms, the applicability 
of a rule of Dative Movement--in more neutral tenns, the exiatence of one 
construction type (with a ditransitive verh) as an alternative to another 
(with a transitive verb in construction with a prepositional phrase with 
to). 
What is at issue here is not, in transformational terms, the 
applicability of a transformational r·ule; in particular, it has not been 
claimed that the rule of Particle Movement is constrained by the 
phonological form of the verb. Instead, it is the very ability· of a verb 
to combine with a particle (whether the particle is adjacent to the verb 
or separated from it) that is the object of the putative constraint. We 
are still dealing with a syntactic priuciple, however ( in transformational 
tenns, with a phrase structure rule rather than a transfonnational rule), 
and ordinarily a phonological constraint ou a phrase structure rule would 
be as contrary to the PPFS as a phonological constraint on a syntactic 
principle relating two constructions. What makes the current example 
special is the lexical character of verb- particle cOJnbinations . 
It is well known that particles do not comhine freely with verbs. 
There are many apparently arbitrary gaps: fritter swsy/¥fritter off, 
*J>arcel away/parcel off, and the 1ike. Moreover, the semantics of the 
occurring co,nbinatioms is often not compositional; there are many examples 
like cut out «stop' and gill'e up «abaudou'. Both of these facts 
suggest that many, possibly most, verb-particle combinations must be 
listed as lexical items. The syntactic component should then not be 
duplicating the information about which verb- particle combinations happen 
to occur. Rather, the combination of V (of the appropriate subclass of 
verbs) antl Prt occurs in the preterminal structures supplied by the 
syntacti c component; pointers to individual verhs and particles are added 
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in tenninal structures; and then only certain of these combinations of 
verb pointers and particle pointers, namely those for which there are 
lexical entries, will have words inserted into them. 
On this analysis, the syntactic component bas 110 constraints, 
phonological or otherwise, on which verbs can take particles. If there 
were a real generalization goveniing the matter, it would be a 
generalization about the internal properties of a set of phrasal 
combinations that happen to occur in the lexicon, analogous to 
generalizations about the internal properties of a set of actually 
occurring (rather tha11 potential) words. There is some questio11 in our 
10inds as to whether it makes sense to speak of "actually occut"ring" 
(rather than potential, or possible) phrasal combinations, just as there 
is about talk of "actually occurring" words. And if the question is a 
sensible one, we are uot convinced that generalizations about the internal 
properties of such combinations can have phonological content. But if 
they did, that would be a fact about the contents of the lexicon, 11ot 
about syntactic rules. 
Notes 
*This material was written at the Ce11ter for the Study of La11guage 
Information, Stanford University, in July and August 1984; a version will 
be incorporated into our book, The Syntax-Phonology Interface (to be 
published by Acade1oic Press). Our thanks to the System Development 
Foundatiou for its financial support. 
lThe issue we raise here was first brought to our attention by J. 
Bruce Fraser; it appears not to have received any significant discussion 
ill print until Green (1974) dealt with it. 
2This useful metaphor is due to J. R. Ross. 
3see Fraser (1976, ch. 2) for a treatment of elements that are only 
apparent particles. 
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